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Šis darbas yra iš mano kūrinių serijos apie ironiją, sarkazmą, paradoksus. Tai yra asmeninė istorija apie 
išgyvenimus lydinčius visą gyvenimą. Tik dabar subrendau pasidalinti bent dalele savo emocijų viešai. 
Šis darbas tokia tam tikra refleksija į save, į savo fizišką ir protišką kūną, refleksija į aplinkos požiūrį į 
mane ir šaipymasis iš savęs. 


EN


This work is from series of works whose topic was irony, sarcasm and paradoxes. This is a personal 
story about the feelings that led me my whole life. Only now I have matured enough to share this small 
piece of emotion publicly. This work is some kind of reflection about myself, my physical and 
psychological body, reflection into people's view of me, some kind of laughter from myself. 




CV 


I am Benas Liandzbergis. I finished my bachelor and Master in fresco/mosaic(now called Site specific 
art) studies in Vilnius Academy of Arts. My works are different from each other and I try to bring some 
irony into them , as I reflect on reality and my past. 


Most of the time I work with oil and acrylic paints but there is occasions where I use 
markers,photographs or instalations as well. I don‘t shy from it. I usally look at creation this way-if there 
is an idea, its methods can be various so I try to not to restrict myself to choose one or other medium. I 
like to do different creations, so my other side is shoes. I customise them and I have made a few 
instalations in my solo exhibition. 


Exhibitions: 


	 •	 Solo exhibition „Pirmas”, 2019 m. Exhibition made for shoes in gallery „Kreatoriumas”.  

	 •	 Group exhibition in 2018, in gallery „Akademija”, named „Lustų istorijos”  

	 •	 Solo exhibition in gallery „Titanikas” , named „(NE)Patogi karta”. 2020m.  

	 •	 Solo exhibition in Open air gallery space near Vilnius Academy of Arts(Maironio street.).  
„For the walking ones“. 2021  

	 •	 Solo exhibition in Kaunas faculty of Vilnius Academy of Arts named „Piece of born in  
(IN)Dependance“, 2022 


